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Abstract: Continental break-up is controlled by several parameters and processes (rheology, inherited structures, magmatism, etc). Their impact, chronology and interactions are still poorly known and debated, particularly when rifting interacts with cratons. In order to better understand the rifting initiation in a cratonic lithosphere, we analysed 22 magnetotelluric (MT) soundings collected along two East-West profiles in two different rift segments of the North Tanzanian Divergence. The North Tanzanian Divergence, where the East African Rift is at its earliest stage, is a remarkable example of the transition between magmatic to amagmatic rifting with two clearly identified segments. Only separated by a hundred kilometers, these segments, Natron (North) and Manyara (South), display contrasted morphological (wide versus narrow), volcanic (many versus a few edifices) and seismic (shallow versus deep activity) signatures. Magnetotelluric profiles across the two segments were inverted with a three-dimensional approach and supplied the resistive structure of the upper lithosphere (down to about 70 km). The Natron segment has a rather conductive lithosphere containing several resistive features (Proterozoic Belt), whereas the Manyara segment displays highly resistive blocks probably of cratonic nature encompassing a conductive structure under the axial valley. The joint interpretation of these models with recent local and regional seismological studies highlights totally different structures and processes involved in the two segments of the North Tanzanian Divergence. We identified contrasted CO\textsubscript{2} content, magma upwelling or trapping, in depth regarding the Manyara or the Natron branch and the influence of inherited cratonic structures in the rifting dynamics.
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1. Introduction

Initiation of continental rifting is a complex and not yet fully understood phenomenon. The respective roles of regional stress, rheology, magmatism and inherited structures are not clear and
are still studied either through data analysis (e.g., seismic refraction [1] or tectonic measurements [2]) or modelling (e.g., Reference [3]). One of the most appropriate candidate to address these issues is the North Tanzanian Divergence (NTD), at the southern end of the Eastern Branch of the East African rift system (EARS) where the earliest stage of continental break-up occurs.

In Northern Tanzania, the southerly-propagating rift interacts with a strong and heterogeneous cratonic lithosphere [4]. Important changes in structural styles and magmatic patterns are observed (Figure 1A [4–10]) resulting from the interaction between tectonic and magmatic processes. Our study focusses on two segments of the NTD: the Natron and the Manyara rift segments. Separated by the Kilimanjaro Quaternary volcanic belt [5], these two branches, 100 km apart, present contrasted morphotectonic and seismological patterns. In the northern part of the NTD the Natron segment encloses several volcanoes (e.g., Lengai, Gelai). Seismicity is there mainly restricted to the first ∼20 km depth and is partly attributed to dyke emplacement during the 2007 Gelai seismo-volcanic crisis [11] as well as to fluid migration along the border faults [10,12]. In contrast the Manyara southern segment corresponds to a nearly amagmatic rift with only two isolated volcanoes (Hanang and Kwaraha) and a deep seismicity (∼30 km depth), possibly related to fluid flows [13].
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Figure 1. (A) Main structural and magmatic features of the North Tanzanian Divergence (modified from Le Gall et al. [4]). The red lines P1 and P2 indicate the two magnetotelluric (MT) profiles location. (B) Zoom showing the morphostructural framework (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Model) and the two MT profiles (numbered circles). Black dots are the earthquakes from Albaric [14] relocated in a 3-D velocity model [15]. Volcanoes: B. Burko, Em. Embagai, Es. Essimingor, G. Gelai, H. Hanang, K. Kerimasi, Ke. Ketumbeine, Ki. Kibo, Kw. Kwaraha, L. Lemagrut, M. Monduli, Ma. Mawenzi, Me. Meru, Ng. Ngorongoro, Ol. Ol Doinyo Lengai, OS. Ol Doinyo Sambu, P. Pello.

Because of its sensitivity to fluids and melt, magnetotellurics (MT) is a suitable method to investigate volcanic areas at a lithospheric scale. It has been successfully applied in the East African Rift at either crustal or mantle scales (e.g., References [16–19]). The MT method is used to image underground electrical resistivity variations. Depending on both the time varying electromagnetic fields and the electrical resistivity distribution in the subsurface, the penetration depth of MT varies between hundred of meters to several hundreds of kilometers [20].

We collected new MT data in the NTD along two EW transects, ca. 100 km-long each, to investigate the differences between the Natron and Manyara lithospheric architecture (Figure 1) and to understand how the Natron magmatic segment evolves southward into the almost amagmatic Manyara segment. The 3-D inversion of the MT data along each profile highlights two different rifting patterns. Our
results are discussed in terms of CO$_2$ content, melt location, nature/composition of the lithosphere, inherited structures. We also discuss the interactions between those factors and their consequences on rift propagation.

2. Geological Setting

The EARS outlines the boundary between the Somalian and Nubian plates [21]. It extends over more than 3000 km in a NS direction from the Red Sea to the Mozambique margin (Figure 1A). South of the Ethiopian rift, the EARS splits into two branches that encircle the Tanzanian Archean craton. These two branches are mainly located in Proterozoic orogenic belts [4,22–24] and strongly differ in terms of magmatism: the western branch is amagmatic, whereas the eastern one is magma-rich. This contrast could rise from their respective location from the African mantle plume [3]. Bagley et al. [25] propose that the shallow structural pattern of the entire Afro-Arabian rift system is strongly influenced by lower mantle flows, which could be deflected and channeled along the Eastern side of the Tanzanian craton [3,26,27].

In northern Tanzania the NS-oriented Magadi-Natron axial rift segment (Figure 1A) displays a typical 50–80 km wide half-graben-like structure caught between the Tanzanian Craton in the West and the Mozambique Belt in the East (Figure 1). Its axial valley infill comprises Pliocene-recent volcanic rocks overlying Proterozoic metamorphic basement terrains [28,29]. At latitude $−2^{°}45$ the rift domain widens (100–120 km [4]) through the Ol Doinyo Olog east-facing half-graben, uplifted in the footwall of the Natron master fault (Figure 1). Several volcanoes are present within this segment including the Gelai (active between 1.5–1 Ma [30]), Kerimasi (active between 0.6–0.32 Ma [31]), Ketumbeine and the still active Ol Doinyo Lengai [11,32]. The crust beneath the axial valley of the Natron segment thins ($\sim$34 km) compared to its eastern flank (Pan-African basement rocks, 39–42 km) and its western flank (Tanzanian craton, 37–38 km [33–35]).

Near Ketumbeine volcano, the rift splits southwards into three segments with diverging orientations (Figure 1A): the Eyasi-Wembere, the Manyara-Balangida and the Pangani rift arms. The $\sim$N-S Manyara segment is pinched between the Mbulu domain (West) and the Masai cratonic block (East) (Figure 1 [4]). The Manyara and Balangida east-facing bounding faults are highly segmented with N20$^{°}$E- and N50$^{°}$E-trending segments, the latter following inherited basement fabrics. In contrast with the Natron-Magadi rift, this segment presents only two extinct volcanic edifices (Kwaraha and Hanang, Figure 1) located ca. 40 km south of the Manyara MT profile.

The transition from the Natron magmatic to the Manyara amagmatic segment coincides with the Quaternary volcanic chain running over 200 km along an EW direction from the Crater Highlands to Kilimanjaro volcano (Figure 1 [5,7,31]). The Crater Highlands is a moderate seismically active region composed by a number of Pliocene-Recent eruptive centers [5,9]. Magmatism has migrated from $\sim$5.9 My to 0.5 My northward and eastward from the Eyasi area with a maximum of activity at about 2.3 My. Plasman et al. [35] and Roecker et al. [36] highlight a clear low-velocity lower crust ($\sim$15–30 km) beneath the Crater Highlands and Gelai areas. This feature has a complex 3-D geometry and does not seem to be fully correlated with the surface location of volcanic edifices.

The seismic activity is also quite different between the Natron and Manyara segments. The Natron branch presents a shallow seismicity ($\sim$20 km), mainly localized under the Lengai and Gelai volcanoes [14] although some earthquakes related to deep fluids/gas activity were recently recorded at greater depths in the lower crust ($\sim$30 km [10,12]). The Manyara-Balangida segment presents a deeper seismicity ($\sim$30 km) clustered South of Lake Manyara without any associated magmatic activity observed at the surface [13,37–39].

3. Magnetotelluric Data Acquisition and Processing

The MT data used in this study were collected along two EW profiles, perpendicular to the main axis of the rift (Figure 1A). The 120 km-long northern profile runs across the southern end of the Natron segment and comprises 12 MT sites (Figure 1B). The southern profile extends over 100 km through
the Manyara segment and comprises 10 sites (Figure 1B). The average distance between MT sites is ca. 10 km, depending on field accessibility. All MT soundings were recorded with Metronix ADU-07 acquisition systems. The horizontal magnetic field was measured with MFS06 induction coils and the electric field is the voltage difference between two non-polarizable Pb-PbCl$_2$ electrodes 100 m apart on average. Magnetic and electric fields were recorded along the magnetic North-South and East-West directions during 1 or 2 days resulting in data ranging from 0.0013–2048 s.

The complex MT impedance tensor $Z$ between the horizontal electric field ($E_x, E_y$) and the horizontal magnetic field ($H_x, H_y$) was computed with the algorithm BIRRP (Bounded Influence Remote Reference Processing [40]). The amplitudes (scaled as apparent resistivity) and phases of the off-diagonal ($Z_{xy}$ and $Z_{yx}$) and the diagonal ($Z_{xx}$ and $Z_{yy}$) terms are shown in the Appendix A in Figures A1 and A2 as pseudo sections (a function of the sites position with the period considered as a depth proxy) and in Figures A3 and A4 with the impedance predicted by the best-fitting 3-D model. Examples of MT impedance for both profiles (sites p01 and m06) are presented in Figure 2 as representative of the whole data set quality.

![Figure 2](image_url)  
Figure 2. MT impedance tensor for sites p01 and m06 (northern and southern profiles respectively, see Figure 1B for location). The four complex tensor components are $Z_{xx}$ (pink), $Z_{yy}$ (cyan), $Z_{xy}$ (red) and $Z_{yx}$ (blue) shown as apparent resistivity and phase (dots). The error bars are one standard deviation. Full lines correspond to the response of the best 3-D model. See text for details.

4. Data Analysis and 3-D Inversion

4.1. Geoelectrical Strike

The MT tensor provides structural information that may be characterized by the tensor strike as a function of period. This direction is also called the geoelectrical strike. We used the formalism of Counil et al. [41] to compute this strike. The maximum electrical direction (MED) is the rotation angle assumed to be real for the electric field while the rotation angle of the magnetic field is a complex number. Both rotations maximize (or minimize) the impedance tensor in its off-diagonal form. Thus in 2-D, the MED is period independent and corresponds to the geological strike (or its perpendicular) depending on the resistivity structure underneath. For 3-D structures, the geoelectric strike may change with period, an indication of a possible control by different geological trends. The MEDs at different periods and along both profiles are presented in Figures A5 and A6. The long period MEDs seem to be controlled by the NNE-SSW rift direction, while at shorter periods MEDs seem to be locally controlled by the presence of smaller scale structures and/or pre existing basement directions that will
be discussed below. Both the MEDs and the large amplitude of the diagonal components in the MT impedance tensors (Figure 2) indicate 3-D structures at different scales, which required 3-D inversion.

4.2. Three-Dimensional Inversion

Despite the fact that the data were acquired along profiles it is advisable to use 3-D inversion to include the full MT tensor in the analysis, as the tensor strike variability with position and period indicates three-dimensional structures. This approach accounts for some of the heterogeneity on both sides of the profiles [42,43]. It also improves the model at depth (Figure 3) by taking into account the three-dimensionality of the structures.

We applied the full 3-D MT inversion algorithm MINIM3D by Hautot et al. [44,45] to the MT data along each profile. We used the full MT tensor at all available periods and at all available sites. The data error ranges from a minimum error floor of 1.5 of the impedance amplitude for the off-diagonal to the standard deviation obtained from the data processing. The minimum error floor raised to 3% for the diagonal components.

The inversion is based on a local minimum search algorithm derived from Rosenbrock et al. [46] based on a steepest gradient method. The approach allows to easily implement an inversion grid (IG) independent from the forward calculation grid (FCG). The FCG is much finer with adequate boundary conditions for accurate results. In practice, the IG is built by merging several cells of the FCG into larger blocks. The merging takes into account the data distribution and the resolution loss with depth [45]. The minimal cell size is 4.25 km. For both models, we divided the FCG into 15 layers of increasing thickness with depth. In order to optimize the number of unknown parameters, the northern profile grid was 10° N rotated. In the horizontal direction, the northern model FCG is discretized with 10 blocks in the 10° N direction and 32 blocks in the 80° N direction. The southern model FCG is discretized with 10 blocks in the North direction and 26 blocks in the East direction. The average horizontal size of the blocks in the central area is 5 km and 4.5 km for northern and southern profiles, respectively. The final model volume is 90 × 195 × 64 km$^3$ for the northern profile and 81 × 157 × 64 km$^3$ for the southern profile. For both profiles, the initial model was a homogeneous half-space with a resistivity of 300 Ωm.

In the inversion process, we look for a minimum value of the objective function and stop the inversion when this minimum does not change anymore. This is in contrast with other techniques such as in Patro et al. [47] or Gao et al. [48]. With our approach, we are not compelled to adjust the error floor to reach some preassigned RMS values. For the 300 Ωm initial half space starting RMS values were 83.5 for the Northern profile and 74.8 for the Southern profile. Because we used small error floors, the final RMS is in general large, here 3.85 for the Natron model (north) and 4.77 for the Manyara model (south). This is counterbalanced by the fact that most of the four components of the MT tensor are well modelled (examples for both profiles are shown in Figure 2 and for all sites in the Appendix A in Figures A3 and A4).

4.3. Sensitivity Analysis

We carried out a full non-linear sensitivity analysis to estimate the model parameters uncertainty in each IG cell of the two vertical sections. We ran the sensitivity analysis (SA) on both profiles (Figures A7 and A8) based on Hautot et al. [44,45] with an improved sensitivity estimator. For each model parameter of a vertical section, we modified its resistivity on a logarithmic scale. When changing one parameter did not change the misfit significantly, we also changed the ones of the adjacent cells. This in general occurred for the deepest structures, justifying the large blocks in depth (Figures A7 and A8). We increased (and decreased) the model parameter values until the misfit has changed by a given percentage value of of the best-fitting model RMS. This value is the mean relative data uncertainty. The sections in Figures A7 and A8 represent the variations of the resistivity values in percentage for both profiles and for increasing and decreasing variations. We consider values larger than 100% (in grey) as an indicator for model parameters only weakly constrained by the
The SA showed that the northern profile is quite well constrained. The MT impedance is more sensitive to changes in high conductivity values than in high resistivity values. Percentage values greater than 100% are observed for high resistive values in the increase mode. It means that the resistivity values are bounded for the lowest values (about 30% for the northern profile and 70% for the most resistive parts) but not for the highest ones. The geometry of the structures are well constrained on the entire profile. A similar conclusion is reached for the southern profile. All the conductive structures are well constrained (both increase and decrease modes) while the resistive structures are more or less constrained for the upper bounds, especially the bottom and the surface of the model. Finally the most resistive structure located east of both profiles is well constrained for both increase and decrease modes.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. The Northern MT Profile

The resistivity model for the northern profile is presented in Figure 3a. We identify the following main structures:

- a well resolved shallow conductive layer $C_1$ ($\sim 30 \ \Omega \text{m}$, Figures 3a and A7) of about $\sim 5 \text{ km}$ thick and localized between MT sites p05 and p11. We relate this structure to either a sediment layer representing axial infilling sequences [49,50] or a deep volcanic/sedimentary sequence beneath the Quaternary transverse volcanic belt (Figure 1A [7,31]). We favour the second interpretation in light of the extension of this conductive layer towards the Crater Highlands (through the Embagai and Kerimasi volcanoes, Figures 1 and 3).

- a large resistive structure $R_2$ located between p03 and p07 and observed from the surface down to $\sim 50 \text{ km}$ depth. The SA (Figure A7) shows that only the lower bound of the resistivity is resolved which means that the structure can be more resistive than this value ($\sim 2000 \ \Omega \text{m}$).

- a shallow (0–$\sim 20 \text{ km}$) resistor ($R_1$) located beneath the Mozambique belt (Figure 1) West of $R_2$ and with a resolved lower bound only for the resistivity value.

- a narrow vertical conductive conduit which links the surface (p03) to a conductive structure $C_2$ located at 30 km depth beneath p02. The SA shows that this feature is resolved (Figure A7).

- a large conductive body $C_3$ in the eastern part of the profile down to the Moho. Its lateral boundaries are well resolved. With depth ($\sim 40 \text{ km}$) the eastern side becomes less resolved. The small variations in the central part of the structure are not well resolved either ($\sim 25 \text{ km}$ depth under p10, Figure A7). In contrast the transition between $R_2$ and this structure $C_3$ is well defined. Its width encompasses the whole axial rift valley (between p08–p11).

- a shallow resistive structure $R_3$ located at the easternmost part of the profile (p11) which extends down to $\sim 25 \text{ km}$ depth. Its resistivity value is only a lower bound (Figure A7).

Based on the MT results and previous study [51], we linked the large resistive bodies ($R_1$, $R_2$ and $R_3$) to the Proterozoic basement of the rift. The complex geological history of the Pan-African lithosphere with multiple collisional events [23] makes quite uncertain the boundary between the Tanzanian craton and the Proterozoic at depth. Its surface expression reported in Figure 1 could be shifted west of the Crater Highlands, in agreement with the westward dipping interface imaged between the craton and the neighboring mantle from large-scale tomographic records [52]. The conductive bottom left corner (40–60 km depth, Figure 3a) probably corresponds to the Tanzanian Craton which could be more hydrated than the Proterozoic Mobile belt [51]. The nature and origin of $C_2$ and $C_3$ are discussed later in the article.
5.2. The Southern MT Profile

The resistivity model for the southern profile is shown in Figure 3b. The overall resistivity pattern significantly differs from the northern model, in agreement with the morphological difference observed between the Natron and Manyara segments. Several salient features are observed (Figure 3b):

- a moderate conductive structure $C_6$ located between $m04$–$m08$, ranging from 25 to 60 km depth and encompassing the rift valley. Above this conductive feature, the resistivity considerably increases up to the surface. This transition is well resolved (Figure A8). The upper eastern part of $C_6$ is composed by a west-dipping geometry structure, well resolved, reaching ~5 km depth under $m09$–$m10$ (Figure A8).
- a 50 km-thick well resolved resistive unit ($R_3$) in the eastern side of the model, which correlates well with the surface expression of Masai block (Figure 1).
- a 10 km thick resistive area ($R_4$) located on the top of the western part of the model (from $m01$ to $m04$) which corresponds to the surface expression of Mbulu domain.
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- the $R_4$ structure overlies a conductive body $C_5$, which extends from 10 to 40 km depth beneath m01 and m02 sites.
- a resistive structure $R_6$ is observed at about 50 km depth in the western corner of the profile. This feature is reasonably well resolved despite its location at the edge of the profile (m01, Figure A8).
- the resistive central and shallow parts of the model (from the surface to 15 km depth) encloses a narrow conductive body $C_4$ between m04–m05 at ca. 10 km depth. From the SA results, a connection of this structure $C_4$ with the other conductive structures $C_5$ and $C_6$ seems possible.

These results provide new constraints on the crustal geometry of the major basement terrains particularly on the Masai block (Figures 1 and 3b). This unit is associated to high resistivity values from the surface down to $\sim$50 km depth ($R_5$ structure), suggesting that the Masai block corresponds to a strong and rigid lithosphere that could have obstructed the Cenozoic rifting and the southward propagation of both brittle deformation and magmatism [4,50]. We relate the large resistivity of the crust in the western part and in the axial valley to the Proterozoic Belt and terranes of the Mbulu domain. To the West, the highly deformed Mbulu oblique rifted domain [53] appears as a more conductive medium. It is especially the case on the hanging wall of the Manyara Fault ($C_4$, Figures 1 and 3b), where the shear zone probably focuses fluids and conductive charges (e.g., graphite) increasing the conductivity of the medium.

5.3. Comparison with Seismology

Factors controlling the electrical resistivity of the rocks are numerous and include temperature, fluids (partial melting, CO$_2$) and hydratation among others [20,54,55]. In the NTD region, the interaction between faults and magmatic processes would probably lead to a complex combination of these factors. In order to determine the origin of the observed resistivity contrasts in the two profiles, we compared our results with recent seismological analyses [13,35,36,56] to help discriminating between a change of temperature or the presence of melt or gas.

At large scale, both crustal [36] and lithospheric seismic tomographies [56] show low velocity anomalies correlated with conductive bodies, as expected when temperature or fluid in the lithosphere controls the geophysical parametres (e.g., References [57,58]). In contrast this correlation is reversed beneath the Crater Highlands where a low velocity anomaly [13,36] coincides with a very resistive zone ($R_2$, Figure 3a). In general there is a good agreement between the geometry of the main resistivity structures and the major velocity features. However the comparison between these recent published velocity models and our models are limited because of significant differences in terms of resolution or maximum depth investigation. In order to further investigate this correlation between resistivity and velocity patterns, we compared our models with a new local tomography [15], which completes and improves the model of Roecker et al. [36] by including data from a previous network [14] and new data acquired around the Manyara lake (Figure 1, [56]).

We carried out a sensitive analysis on the tomography results to quantify the model resolution and the reliability of the structures discussed later. Two kinds of tests have been performed: checkerboard tests to quantify both the global resolution of the model (lateral and vertical extension) and the minimum resolved anomaly size and spike tests to quantify the resolution of a particular structure. For both tests a synthetic input velocity model is constructed by adding a velocity perturbation to the final tomographic model. The velocity perturbation is $\pm 700$ m/s for the P-wave velocity and $\pm 400$ m/s for the S-wave (Figure A9). These values are strong enough to get out of the numerical noise level and also small enough to avoid noticeable disturbances in the ray coverage. Then synthetic travel-times are computed [59] in the input velocity models using the source-receiver distribution of the real dataset. A noise term is added to the synthetic data set from a uniform distribution between $-0.05$ s and $0.05$ s. This simulates errors in the arrival times such as for example picking errors. Then the resulting synthetic data-set is inverted using the same procedure and parameterisation that was used for the real dataset. Finally this new velocity model is compared to the input model (with the checkerboard
or spike anomalies) to estimate the model resolution with respect to several parameters of the model (e.g., amplitude, location, size and shape of the reconstructed anomalies, earthquake parameters).

Figure A10 presents results from a first checkerboard test with anomalies of 40 km dimension. Anomalies can be clearly and distinctly retrieved until 25 km depth. Then down to 45–50 km, the resolution is still good for the central part of the area (which corresponds to the central part of the northern MT profile). On the contrary, the southern MT profile appears to be located at the edge of the tomography model resolution and a direct comparison will be hazardous. The Vp/Vs ratio model is computed from the P and S waves (Figure A10) and displays a similar resolution (Figure A11, on the left). Similar global resolution is reached for ~30 km wide anomalies.

We particularly test the velocity model resolution at R2 and C3 location with spike tests. The velocity of one node has been modified for several depths and the responses are presented in Figure A12. Red lines represent the initial model (with a spike), while blue lines correspond to inversion results. Solid lines correspond to P-wave velocity and dashed lines to S-wave velocity. For R2 structure (Figure A12a), the location in depth of the different spikes is always well retrieved, with however a small smearing with depth, while the recovered amplitude decreases with depth. This means that both location and vertical geometry of velocity anomalies at R2 location are correctly resolved until ~30 km depth while the velocity amplitude is probably underdetermined compared to the real one. For the lowest Vp/Vs ratio value associated to the C3 structure (Figure A12b), at 35–40 km depth, we retrieve the depth with a small smearing, while the amplitude is underestimated.

The Vp/Vs ratio is sensitive to the bulk composition of the lithosphere [60–62]. Low values of Vp/Vs ratio are often related to felsic rock composition (e.g., 1.71 for granite and 1.78 for granodiorite), whereas mafic rocks present a higher ratio (e.g., 1.84 for gabbro). The Vp/Vs ratio increases with the fluid content or partial melt (e.g., Reference [63]). Conversely, the ratio decreases with the presence of gas (e.g., Reference [64]). Both fluids and gas contents produce opposite effects on the electrical resistivity parameter. In general fluids decrease the resistivity while free gas may increase it [65,66].

We extracted two cross-sections from the Vp/Vs ratio model of Gautier et al. [15] (Figure 4) corresponding to the MT profiles (Figure 3). The location of the northern Vp/Vs ratio profile coincides with the MT station distribution. For the southern part, given the position of the MT profile compared to the geographic resolution of the tomography model (Figure A10) we selected an EW profile located 35 km north of the MT profile, where the resolution of the tomography model begins to be acceptable. The 2007 and 2013–2014 seismicity was relocated in this new 3-D velocity model and was reported in the two cross-sections [14,15] as well as in the resistivity models (Figure 3). The approximative contours of the identified electrical structures are reported on the Vp/Vs ratio sections (Figure 4). We also added a mask for non resolved areas, deduced from the checkerboard test (Figures A10 and A11). In general, the northern profile is well resolved until ~50 km depth for the center part and ~40 km depth on the edges. The southern profile is well resolved down to ~45 km depth for the center part and 35–40 km depth for the edges.

For the northern region, the Vp/Vs ratio pattern confirms the overall agreement between the distribution of seismic parameters and resistivity. In particular the low Vp/Vs ratio values under the Crater Highland area coincides with the aforementioned low velocity anomaly [35,36,56] and the high resistivity unit R2 (Figure 4a). The highest resistivity values of R2 are not well resolved (Figure A7), meaning that the resistivity decrease from West to East may not be significant. Nevertheless the Vp/Vs ratio profile displays the same east-west trend and thus can reflect a real physical change. For the southern part, despite a shift between the location of the two profiles (~35 km) the larger resistive anomalies are in reasonable agreement with the distribution of Vp/Vs values. In particular the largest conductive body C6 overlaps a strong high Vp/Vs ratio ratio anomaly, which is also the nucleation site of many earthquakes (Figure 4b).
Figure 4. Vp/Vs ratio vertical sections of the tomography model [15] along the two MT profiles (Natron on the (a) and Manyara on the (b)). Letters corresponds to structures imaged in the resistivity models. Black lines represent the limits of these structures. The pink dashed line and the white circles are the position of the Moho from Plasman et al. [35], only for the northern profile. The red dots are the earthquakes from Albaric et al. [14] relocated in a 3-D velocity model [15]. The white transparent mask delimits non resolved areas (deduced from Figures A10 and A11). Black crosses correspond to the location of spyke tests (see text for explanations).

Because the Vp/Vs ratio and resistivity sections have the same location for the northern profile, we plotted the Vp/Vs ratio as a function of resistivity (in log10) in Figure 5. Each model was sampled with a neighbour interpolation to extract values at the same location. The conductive bodies (C1, C2, C3) encompass zones of larger Vp/Vs ratio amplitude (~1.66–1.77), while resistive values spread over more restricted range (~1.71–1.76). The largest Vp/Vs ratio values are observed for C1, interpreted as a mix of sedimentary and volcanic deposits. The conductor C3, located under the axial rift valley is associated with the lowest Vp/Vs ratio values (1.67). The resistive R1 zone corresponds to a Vp/Vs ratio slightly higher than the reference value (1.73), while R2 combines larger (1.76) and smaller (1.69) Vp/Vs ratios. In order to thoroughly explore the dispersion of the Vp/Vs ratio values observed for R2, we divided the unit in three parts in order to distinguish the western, eastern and lower parts (Figure 6).
Figure 5. Vp/Vs ratio as a function of Log10 resistivity values for the northern profile. Each color refers to a body labelled in Figures 3 and 4. Diamonds represent the resistive structures and circles the conductive ones.

Figure 6 points out that the scatter of the Vp/Vs ratio values observed in \( R_2 \) is related to the lateral and vertical extent of this unit. Down to \( \sim 40 \) km depth, the lower part of \( R_2 \) is characterized by higher Vp/Vs ratio values than the upper part of the anomaly. Figure 6 emphasizes the eastward trend with a decrease of the resistivity and a slight increase of the Vp/Vs ratio values. From sensitivity analysis (Figures A11, A12 and 4), \( R_2 \) body is well resolved. Smearing effect probably artificially increases its size at depth while its amplitude is probably underdetermined. Whatever, the aforementioned change from west to east is clear in both resistivity and Vp/Vs ratio and seems to give evidence for a real pattern.

Figure 6. Vp/Vs ratio vs resistivity values (log10) for the resistive structure \( R_2 \) (white diamonds in Figure 5). Each color corresponds to a specific portion of \( R_2 \), discussed in the text.
5.4. Presence of CO$_2$?

The apparent contradiction between a crustal high resistivity, a low velocity and a low Vp/Vs ratio for R$_2$ can be solved by involving free gas such as CO$_2$.

CO$_2$ content strongly decreases the P-wave velocity, mainly because of the increase of the bulk compressibility [67–69]. On the contrary, the S-wave velocity is only little affected by CO$_2$ flooding [70] and leads to a decrease of the Vp/Vs ratio [69,71]. For the electrical resistivity, CO$_2$ content has either no effect or increases the resistivity [72,73], depending on the temperature, CO$_2$ fraction and so forth.

Outgassing near the Natron Lake [10] and the composition of the Lengai lava [74] demonstrate the presence of gas, in particular CO$_2$, in the northern part of the studied area. In this context, there is a possibility that the resistivity values of the R$_2$ unit may be related to the gas content as well as the lack of conducting phase such as melt, brine or carbon films (Figures 3a and A7). Particularly beneath the Crater Highland where R$_2$ lays (Figure 3a). CO$_2$ degassing is one of the processes that can produce the low velocity zone in the lower crust associated with a moderate Vp/Vs ratio observed in recent seismic models [35,36]. However, from seismic observations only, it is difficult to favour a CO$_2$ degassing rather than a temperature or composition change [75] or the presence of anisotropy [76]. Our resistivity results partly remove the ambiguity. The presence of high resistive values rejects the melting hypothesis. However compositional effects cannot be ruled out because they are unlikely to significantly change the resistivity if they do not involve a highly conductive phase. The presence of CO$_2$ could be an alternate explanation in agreement with the observed CO$_2$ emission [10].

The structure R$_2$ seems to be associated at the surface with the Ol Doinyo Ogol Fault (OOF) [4,77]. The surface location of the OOF also coincides with crustal thinning observed at depth on the western flank of the rift [35]. This major tectonic structure exhibits a sigmoid trend with an almost EW direction where it meets the MT sites p03–p04 (Figure 1). This particular geometry seems to control the MT tensor distortion at several sites. The MED at p05 (Figures A5 and A6) is NS while it is $\sim 50^\circ$ N at p03–p04 (Figures A5 and A6). Our results suggest the extension of the OOF at depth and its interaction with potential CO$_2$ storage in the lower crust (R$_2$, Figure 3a). Thus we hypothesize that the OOF is a drain for the CO$_2$ outgassing.

If CO$_2$ presence seems to be a plausible explanation for the particular geophysical signature of R$_2$, its nature and shape at these depths is still uncertain. The apparent lateral widening of the resistive structure R$_2$ at depth (Figure 3a) could have two origins. First, it can come from an artefact from the resolving power of both seismic and MT methods. If the CO$_2$ ascends through drains of small size, such small structures (few kilometers) can not be precisely imaged at these depths (Figures A7, A10 and A11). Instead, an integrated Vp/Vs ratio or resistive medium will be imaged, artificially increasing the size of the anomaly while decreasing its amplitude (Figure A12a). Second, it could correspond to a real structure and not to an artefact from the inversion. A lateral diffusion of the gas is consistent with the extension of low velocities and low Vp/Vs ratio signatures beneath the western part of the Crater Highland. However a CO$_2$ degassing at the surface in the Crater Highland area, as it is the case in West Natron [10,12], can not be ruled out with our models.

In contrast with the northern profile, the different locations and data coverage of the Manyara profiles prevent from a quantitative and accurate comparison between seismic Vp/Vs ratio and resistivity. Nevertheless, seismic parameters and resistivity values in this area display a positive correlation (high resistivity correlated with high velocity and low Vp/Vs ratio) suggesting that the CO$_2$ outgassing is either absent or a minor process in the Manyara branch.

5.5. Tectonic and Magmatism Interactions

The Manyara and Natron rift segments display strong differences in terms of volcanic and seismic activities (Figure 1). Many major volcanoes are present in the Natron segment (e.g., Crater Highlands area, Lengai, Ketumbeine, Gelai) while only two discrete edifices (Hanang and Kwahara) are found in the Manyara rift, far away from the MT profile. This discrepancy is also strongly marked at depth with very contrasted geophysical signatures (Figure 3).
The northern MT profile (Natron) starts from the Tanzanian craton limit crosses the Crater Highlands volcanic complex (CHVC, Figure 1) and the axial rift valley (ARV) and ends at the Mozambique belt (p11). The eastern end of the upper part of the R2 body is bordered by the Natron master fault (NMF, Figure 3a). The NMF is well marked in the MEDs (Figure A5) at long periods (sites p07, p08 and p09) and suggests a deep root for this fault (∼15 km).

The shallow conductor C1 (Figure 3a) which spreads from the CHVC to the ARV, may underline a volcanic/sedimentary sequence related to the rifting and volcanic activity over the last million years [7,31]. This conductive structure (30–100 Ωm) is associated with a high Vp/Vs ratio (1.825), a clustered seismicity (Figures 3a and 4a) and low densities [36,56]. This is particularly true beneath the ARV. These observations support the presence of a structure mainly of sedimentary origin but with possible small and confined magma upwelling (e.g., dykes) explaining the seismicity, rather than a large storage of magma in the first ~10 km. At depth the moderate conductor C3 encompasses the whole rift axial valley. It connects deep structures with the shallow conductor C1 and coincides with moderate low velocity, density [56] and Vp/Vs ratio values (ranging from 1.65 to 1.73). All of these values are inconsistent with large amount of fluids and can rather express small amount of magma distributed along the whole area. From our analysis, there is no evidence for a large melt storage within the crust. Therefore our results suggest a deep mantle source component for the volcanism [78].

Moreover the C3 structure is associated with the lowest Vp/Vs ratio of the northern profile (~1.63), at the transition between the crust and the mantle (Figure 4). Considering results from the seismic sensitivity analysis (Figures A11 and A12), this feature is well resolved even if potential smearing effect artificially increases the size of the anomaly while decreasing its amplitude. This low Vp/Vs ratio value can reflect the signature of CO₂ presence, as we propose for Crater Highlands signature. However, the well resolved conductive value (~200 Ωm) of C3 challenges this interpretation. Other plausible hypotheses would involve a change in the expression of the CO₂ (e.g., nature, medium saturation [79,80]) or variation of the lithospheric bulk composition [60–62].

The Crater Highlands overlay the eastern part of the resistive structure R2 located between 10–50 km depth (Figure 3a). This part of the structure is more conductive than its western part (beneath p03–p05). The upper bound values are not resolved for the whole structure given its rather resistive signature. However its lower bound is resolved (values and geometry, Figure A7). This area is also characterized by a heterogeneous distribution of Vp/Vs ratio values reaching high value (~1.75) (Figures 4a and 6). Considering tomography sensitivity analysis results (Figures A11 and A12) these structures probably exist but their size and amplitude may be respectively over (smearing effect) and under determined. This contrast between the eastern and western part of the Crater Highlands area has been highlighted by Plasman et al. [35] and Roecker et al. [36] who imaged a different signature between these two areas. Nevertheless they do not give conclusive explanations. One possibility would involve the hypothesis of an east-west evolution in the fluids and CO₂ content. The CO₂ concentration increases westward, up to the conduit outlet (i.e., OOF fault), creating the high resistive and low Vp/Vs ratio signature, while melt or fluids increases eastward up to the ARV region, leading to lower resistive values and patches of higher Vp/Vs ratio values. We explain the resistive nature of the eastern part of R2 by either a small amount of melt within the crust beneath the Crater Highland or distributed melt through crustal sills or dykes. We favour the second hypothesis, which is consistent with the complex and layered crustal structure deduced from receiver function analysis [35]. The resistivity decreases with depth to reach a minimum value below the Moho, which exhibits a localized uplift and a high Vp/Vs ratio beneath p05 (Figures 3a and 4a). These results seems to confirm a larger melt concentration within the mantle beneath the NTD, rather than in the crust [35].

The southern profile, across the Manyara rift, is located 30 km north from the nearest Kwahara and Hanang volcanoes (Figure 1). The MT crustal signature is attributed to a much more reduced volume of magmatism compared to the Natron segment. We observe a conductive structure beneath the rift valley (C6, Figure 3b) deeper than for the northern profile (20–50 km in depth). This conductor is overlaid by a thick resistive layer. The conductor C6 is also characterised by a large Vp/Vs ratio
(1.80, Figure 4b). The top of this structure coincides with the location of earthquakes hypocenters [15] that point out the existence of a magmatic zone from which hot material could rise. The highly alkalin magma from the Hanang volcano (Figure 1) displays $\sim 7\%$ CO$_2$ and $\sim 0.5\%$ H$_2$O [81]. Deduced from the Sifré et al. [55]’s results, this composition is compatible with a resistivity value of $\sim 100$–150 $\Omega$ m at a depth of $\sim 45$ km (1.5 GPa) as observed in the MT model (Figure 3b).

Taking into account the good resolution of the resistivity values in the model (Figure A8), both the channels above $C_6, C_4$ (Figure 3b) and the easternmost shallow conductor exist, suggesting a storage for melt within the deep $C_6$ body. For the west-dipping geometry structure on top of $C_6$, if a melt origin is plausible, we cannot totally rule out a tectonic component. Indeed this structure is located at the transition between the axial rift valley and the Masai block. This contact could then correspond to a shear zone and be the locus of fluids and conductive phases concentration (e.g., References [82–84]). Finally a mixed origin is also a plausible hypothesis with a magma upwelling from the center of $C_6$ along this shear zone. This mixed origin can also be an alternative for $C_4$ which can corresponds to the signature of the Manyara fault and/or a magma upwelling from $C_6$. The different locations of the resistivity and the Vp/Vs ratio profiles prevents us from confirming the presence of melt. If the hypothesis of $C_6$ magma storage areas hold, then they are not connected to the surface, suggesting a tighter medium as the Mozambique belt than for in the northern profile. The nature of this medium may thus be cratonic [51].

5.6. Western Conductive Crustal Structure

At the westernmost part of both northern and southern profiles, we observe two crustal conductive bodies labelled $C_2$ and $C_5$ (Figure 3). They both start at $\sim 40$ km depth and reach $\sim 20$ km depth for the northern profile and $\sim 10$ km depth for the southern one. Despite their location, these structures are reasonably well resolved (Figures A7 and A8). Such crustal conductive pattern in EAR has been previously pointed out. Several processes have been proposed to explain those anomalous bodies, such as underplated mafic magma complex [85], crustal scale detachments [84] or the brittle-ductile transition [86]. This transition could act as an impermeable barrier to the upward flow of brines trapped in the lower crust. These brines could deposit graphite (e.g., References [83,87]) or sulphide (e.g., Reference [86]) that would cause the conductive bodies. The high content of sulphide in the lower crust could also be the result of Pan-African events [83,84]. The presence of important shear zones resulting in fluid, sulphides and/or graphite accumulations has also been proposed (e.g., References [82–84]). However, those shear zones tend to be more vertical and have a narrower impact. None of these hypotheses is totally conclusive. It is worth noting that mid-crustal conductors are also observed in other deformed areas (e.g., Reference [88]) and particularly in rifted provinces [89,90]. Their understanding is yet very poor and includes fluids injection or geochemical changes (e.g., Reference [91]). The $C_2$ body can correspond to geochemical modification or fluid intrusion to connect the west flank of OOF (Figures 1 and 3a).

$C_2$ could also be related to the conductive craton [51] or a conductive phase in a contact zone between the craton and the Mozambique belt. There is no seismic model available at this location to compare with. $C_5$ location coincides with a low velocity zone in Albaric et al. [13] tomographic model, which presents a poor vertical resolution. This structure could actually be related to the Eyasi branch and be similar in nature to $C_6$ or $C_4$. This interpretation is supported by the fact that the two westernmost MEDs (Figure A5) exhibit a strike similar to the Eyasi rift orientation at all periods. An alternative model would involve a continuous structure from north to south, as there is no data encompassing both locations to rule this hypothesis out. In this scenario, $C_5$ could be the southern extension of the low velocity zone observed beneath the Crater Highland [35,36] and be related to magmatic and rifting process.
6. Conclusions

The North Tanzanian Divergence is characterized by important variations in the surface expression of the rifting processes at the southern extremity of the Eastern branch of the EAR. The Natron segment displays a varied tectonic morphology, associated with a more widely-distributed volcanic activity and a shallower seismicity compared to the Manyara segment (Figure 1). The electrical resistivity models obtained from the 3-D inversion of the MT data along two E-W profiles located in these two rift segments display similar crustal contrasts (Figure 3).

The previous assertion that the magma distribution is controlled by inherited structures [92] is here supported by the recognition of a conductive body \( (C_6) \) beneath the Manyara rift branch bounded by resistive structures. These strong bodies correspond to the Masai block \( (R_5) \), the Mbulu domain \( (R_4) \) and what seems to be the Tanzanian craton \( (R_6) \). We correlate the conductive body to ascending partial melts, the top of which coincides with the deep and long-lasting seismicity at 30 km depth. Our results shed light on the strong control of the inherited fabrics over the magmatic processes, restricted to depth deeper than 10 km in the southern part of the NTD. It results in a discrete distribution of synrift volcanics at the surface and a deeply-clustered seismicity [14, 93].

The Natron segment exhibits a different structure where the Proterozoic mobile Belt greatly favours melt upwelling. This results in numerous volcanic edifices along the transverse Quaternary volcanic belt or within the axial trough (Ol Doinyo Lengai, etc.). Our results support this tectonic model with the hypothesis of a melt accumulation zone at \( \sim 40 \) km depth under the Crater Highlands, potentially connected to the volcanic edifices at the surface by dyke or sills swarms. The joint study of resistivity and Vp/Vs ratio highlights original and spatial correlation between resistive and low-velocity structures, probably related to high CO\(_2\) content. It is especially the case in the westernmost part of the rift (west of \( R_2 \)) where the Ol Doinyo Ogol fault might act as an outlet for the CO\(_2\) release. Then, near the Natron master fault (eastern part of \( R_2 \)) the melt content seems more important than the CO\(_2\) one, leading to a change of the electrical and seismic signatures of this eastern part compared to the western one. The melt amount seems maximum under the axial rift valley, where the main conductive structure \( (C_3) \) links the base of the lithosphere to shallow conductive structures \( (C_1) \). Even if the presence of gas is a common feature for both the eastern and western parts of the northern profile [10], our resistivity results clearly show two different magmatic intrusion systems. It could be explained by contrasted plumbing systems, compositional effects or various nature of the surrounding lithospheric rock. Contrasting with the northern part, Manyara segment does not present evidence of CO\(_2\) interaction.

Finally, we challenge the generally accepted concept about the influence of inherited structures as “cratonic features acting as a barrier to rift propagation and magmatism” [94]. The presence of a conductive body \( (C_3) \) beneath Mbulu domain may be the evidence for the propagation of the Eyasi branch throughout the Tanzanian Craton. Inherited structure like the Proterozoic belt seems to act differently in Natron and Manyara; we evidence magma upwelling in the north, while its ascent is blocked in the southern part. In order to explain this apparent paradox, others processes may be involved to either facilitate or prevent rift propagation (shear zone, magma intrusion, etc.). An alternative is that 3-D geometry of units as craton or Proterozoic belt is more complex and differs from its surface expression. Recent study proposes [95] that the Mbulu domain mainly consists of Tanzanian Craton while the Proterozoic Belt only spreads over it as a thin superficial layer. The presence of a cratonic unit for the Manyara area can then more easily explain the magma trapping at depth.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. Data

![Northern profile (p01–p11): cross sections of apparent resistivity and phase for the four components of the impedance tensor for all sites.](image-url)

Figure A1. Northern profile (p01–p11): cross sections of apparent resistivity and phase for the four components of the impedance tensor for all sites.
Figure A2. Southern profile (m01–m10): cross sections of apparent resistivity and phase for the four components of the impedance tensor for all sites.
Figure A3. MT impedance tensor for all northern profile sites (see Figure 1B for location). The four complex tensor components are $Z_{xx}$ (pink), $Z_{yy}$ (cyan), $Z_{xy}$ (red) and $Z_{yx}$ (blue) shown as apparent resistivity and phase (dots). The error bars are one standard deviation. Full lines correspond to the response of the best 3-D model. See text for details.
Figure A4. MT impedance tensor for all southern profile sites (see Figure 1B for location). The four complex tensor components are $Z_{xx}$ (pink), $Z_{yy}$ (cyan), $Z_{xy}$ (red) and $Z_{yx}$ (blue) shown as apparent resistivity and phase (dots). The error bars are one standard deviation. Full lines correspond to the response of the best 3-D model. See text for details.
Appendix A.2. Maximum Electrical Direction

Figure A5. Maximum electrical direction (MED) for both northern (left) and southern (right) profiles at 5 distinct periods represented on a portion of the Figure 1. See text for details.
Figure A6. Rose diagram of the maximum electrical direction (MED) for all periods and all sites of the northern and southern profile. The circles represent the period scale (see diagram for site p01 for more details about the period scale).
Appendix A.3. Sensitivity Analysis

Appendix A.3.1. Electrical Resistivity Model

Figure A7. Results of the sensitivity analysis for the MT northern profile. On the top: increasing resistivity variations. On the bottom: decreasing variations. The grey values represent percentages greater than 100% (badly constrained values). See text for explanations.

Figure A8. Results of the sensitivity analysis for the MT southern profile. On the top: increasing resistivity variations. On the bottom: decreasing variations. The grey values represent percentages greater than 100% (badly constrained values). See text for explanations.
Appendix A.3.2. P- and S-Wave Velocity Models

Figure A9. Geometry and amplitude of the anomalies added on the the final model presented in Figure 4 to build the initial synthetic test for the sensitivity analysis (see text for more explanations). On the left, anomalies for the P-wave velocity model and on the right for the S-wave velocity.
Figure A10. Results from checkerboard test for the tomography model. On the left results for the P-wave velocity model, on the right for the S-wave velocity. The white color indicates zones not constrained by seismic rays. See text for more explanations.
Figure A11. On the left: Vp/Vs ratio checkerboard test model computed from P- and S-wave velocity model in Figure 3. On the right: Vp/Vs ratio checkerboard test model computed with smaller anomalies. The white color indicates zones not constrained by seismic rays. See text for more explanations.
Figure A12. Results from spyke tests for two different case. We analyzed the resolution of (a) the R2 structure (distance = 65 km on the profile in Figure 4) at different depths (10–20–30–40–50 km). (b) the lowest Vp/Vs ratio value of structure C3 at distance = 130 km and 35 km depth. Red lines corresponds to the initial model while the blue lines are for the inversion results. Solid lines correspond correspond to P-wave velocity and dashed lines for S-wave velocity. See text for explanations.
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